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FOUR PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

Follow UCLA Men’s Rowing! 
Website: www.uclamensrowing.org!!

Follow us on Facebook:  UCLA 
Men’s Rowing Alumni/FOUR !!
Follow the team on Facebook:!
UCLA Men’s Rowing!

Each year we start with the season’s 
outlook; a message of hope and enthusiasm 
that this year’s crew will be full of promise, 
and, hopefully, win our fair share.  Each 
year we conclude with a look back to see 
how fulfilling the season was. This is true 
for the athletes as well as FOUR.  News of 
FOUR’s performance is covered in the 
pages of this recap edition.  Coach Scott 
will share his thoughts in Coach’s Corner.  
I offer my take on the program through 
this short message. !
I acknowledge the on water win/loss record 
is uncontrollable to a large extent.  All the 
athletes can do is give it their best every 
day and then lay it on the line on race day.  
The strength of our competition has much 
to say on this issue.  All we can do as 
supporters is help to put them in the best 
position possible to win or at least to come 
away with the great lessons and high 
quality experiences we were afforded when 
we carried the torch.  It remains a team 
effort, each element doing it’s part to bring 
about a greater reward than what we might 
achieve alone. !
Success, in terms of achieving speed on the 
water, is directly related to given and 
developed ability, commitment to effort on 
and off the water and consistency, which 
springs from maturity, responsibility and 
character.  Translated to rowing specifically, 

these manifest themselves as fitness 
(strength with speed, which is power), 
sound technique and always being at or 
very near your best. !
There’s no crying in baseball and I won’t 
mince my words here.  This year’s varsity 
suffered breakdowns in performance.  
There were preventable and unpreventable 
physical injuries to be sure that hurt.  
There were inspired and uninspired racing 
efforts.  There were races seemingly 
without a race plan or, at least, a clear 
understanding of and commitment to a 
race plan. !
When the crew was “on” it was good and 
competed well with the upper end of the 
c l u b p r o g r a m s o n t h i s c o a s t .  
Unfortunately, they were not “on” 
consistently from start to finish or from 
race to race.  So, why were they not always 
“on”?  The whole squad will have some 
serious soul searching to do to answer that.  
Consistently performing at or very near 
one’s best is a sign of a good crew.  “You 
race the way you practice” is a well known 
axiom.  Winners train themselves to be 
“always on”.  The switch is on.  The light is 
green.  It’s “petal to the metal” all the time!  
That is what being competitive is.  It’s a lot 
more fun at that level of commitment and 
sophistication than hacking away at the 
water and trying to beat it into submission.  
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This season was so full of emotion. We began the season 
with a roster full of potential and worked incredibly hard 
to realize that potential. We worked through the fall in 
small boats and gradually increased our intensity making 
sure to keep our technical focus along the way. The work 
in the fall set us up for a beautiful transition into early 
spring racing but during this time a couple key injuries 
derailed us and kept me scrambling for a combination 
that would realize our true boat speed. We struggled to 
find speed but the athletes kept working hard having faith 
that we would find it and we did in our heat at the San 
Diego Crew Classic but were not able to keep that speed 
through the finals on Sunday. At the WIRA 
championships we were finally able to put two good 
pieces together winning our heat on Saturday and then 
taking the silver medal on Sunday. Going into the 
collegiate national championships the athletes finally had 
confidence that they could be successful rowing from 

behind and in the heats in 
Gainesville they did just that 
moving on to the semi finals. 
Unfortunately the semi finals 
did not go as planned and we 
lost to teams that we had 
beaten the day before in the 
heats.  
     Going forward this team 
showed how tough they are. 
We have a ton of work to do if 
we are going to catch the 
fastest teams in the country, we 
are going to have to refocus our efforts, it's going to be a 
tough journey but I think the team is up for it. It's 
podium or bust. 

— Coach Scott Charette !
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COACH’S CORNER

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE CONTINUED
Often the difference between success or failure is that 
consistency.  The sign of a well prepared crew is one that 
knows without question exactly what it is supposed to do 
to be at its best and that it can and will do that.  That 
kind of confidence at the starting line becomes ingrained 
over time in practice and from no other source. !
This is now the 2014-15 season and the varsity squad is 
senior dominant.  The tone of leadership and 

commitment will be set early and reinforced often.  We in 
FOUR will do what we can to help create a platform for 
them to achieve their goals.  Only they with the oars in 
their hands can actually make it happen.  I look forward 
to seeing it. 
  
Go Bruins! 

FOUR President Bob Newman, ‘68

SEASON RECAP by Jim Jorgensen ’70 
Note:  For complete race results, times and margins please see www.row2k.com (results) and check by race date.

UCLA vs. LMU, March 1, 2014, Marina Del Rey, Ballona Creek 
The weekend was a grand success for UCLA Men's Crew.  Although the rain stopped briefly for the opening race of the season with 
Loyola,the creek was not row-able as we all can recall the post rain condition of a rain swollen race course.  So, a 1750M meter 
course was set from the far end of the marina to buoys in front of our marina dock. The Bruin Varsity and Novice eights were 
victorious by open water. A great way to start the season  .  .  .  especially for the Novice! !
UCSB vs. UCLA, March 8, 2014, Marina Del Rey, Ballona Creek 
A moral victory is still a loss…That being said there is a big upside to the Varsity and Second Varsity eights races on Saturday. 
Both crews went Mano a Mano through the middle 1000.  The Gauchos just kicked the third 500.  On a fast course, the varsity was 
leading  at the 1000 with both crews throwing bombs at each other.  UCSB just squeezed out the 1/2 length distance at the finish.  
The Bruins are in the hunt ! The Novices were just out manned. !
UCLA vs. OCC, March 15, 2014, Marina Del Rey, Ballona Creek 
Saturday's races started with a hard fought victory for the Bruin 2V. After Coast broke ahead by 2-3 seats during the start, UCLA 
powered to almost open water before the Pirates put on a closing sprint to finish six seats behind.  Then came the main event. After 
the usual Coast blitz at the start the Bruin varsity crew never responded. There was no breakage, no crabs just an expletive flat (and 
slow) performance. I am at a loss as to put it in words.  So, hopefully the cork will fly off the bottle at next week’s Newport Regatta.
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Newport Regatta, March 23, 2014,  Newport Harbor 
After the Bruin Crew took last week off for finals, they came to the Newport Regatta and were met by teams 
that were prepared for the test. Video of the racing can be found: 1V8: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B29STg4syQM, 2V8: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gygFdXTxFP8&list=UUZa_u-mkBFoQxuBFt2DMeMA. There is still time to reestablish speed I saw 
earlier in the season against UCSB, hopefully by the Crew Classic. 
     
UCLA vs. USC “Hillen Cup”, March 30, 2014, Wilmington 
In the Varsity event, the 1V boat beat USC by over 5 lengths with the 2V boat 
coming in 3rd by a mere 0.2 seconds.  The Novice 8 also won their event.  
Continuing the Bruin tradition of ruling the Los Angeles water! 
     
San Diego Crew Classic, April 5-6, 2014, Mission Bay 
Another Crew Classic has come and gone. Having the "best seat in the house" and 
announcing 50 or so races things can become somewhat of a blur. That being said I 
am happy to report the Bruin crew has returned to early season form. The sparkle 
and speed were present in their heat finding UCLA in the lead. Unfortunately a 
couple of untimely baubles cost them the victory. The close second moved them from heat victor Purdue's lane 2 assignment to 
what I call, if the wind appears (and it always does), the victory at sea lanes 4, 5 and 6. Purdue finished second behind a talented 
Grand Valley crew in the final. Looking at the heat times you can see the Bruins are back in the hunt for the up coming WIRA 
Championship. Kudos to Scott and the crew for staying on point and showing resiliency. 
     
The tent was a grand success with both UCI and the Bruins, a refuge for athletes, alumni, friends, family and fans. The food was 
fabulous and the quartet classic. Thanks to Norm Witt '75 and Duvall Hecht for sponsoring the tent and doing it right. 
     
UCLA vs. UCI, April 12, 2014, Newport Harbor 
The Bruin novice crew was the only UCLA crew with victory smiles after an early morning of racing. The varsity met their match 
as the Irvine crew put the hammer down 'round 1000M never letting up. The 2V was simply overpowered. Coach Charette 
remains optimistic as two key oarsmen return after overcoming some nagging injuries. We'll see as the crew prepares for next 
week’s WIRA Championships.  GO BRUINS !  
     
WIRA Championships, April 26-27, 2014 Lake Natoma 
What a valiant couple of races for the Bruin Varsity 8. In the heat they went stroke for stroke, toe to toe with defending WIRA 
Champs UCI, winning by .1 of a second.  What a great way to vent their season's  frustration.  For the final the Gauchos held off a 
charging Bruin crew by 3/4 of a length.  Although nobody likes to lose, standing on the podium as silver medalist proved to their 
opponents the Bruin crew is back as contenders. The Oarsmen are anxious for one more opportunity to race the boat down the 
Georgia course. !
ACRA (American Collegiate Rowing Association) Championships, May 24-25, 2014, 
Lake Lanier, Gainesville, GA 
The UCLA Varsity  team entered three events in the club varsity national 
championships ( 2X, 4+, 8+).  The Bruin oarsmen in the small boats battled their way 
to third level finals while gaining invaluable high level race experience. The eight raced 
down the course in their heat, finishing 3/4 of a length  down in second place to the 
eventual grand silver medalist U. of Virginia, while once again holding off the 
Anteaters by1.5 seconds. In arguably 
the tougher semi final the Bruins did 
not advance to the grand final. Their 
time of 5:55.3 would have put them 
in 2nd in semifinal 1, but only 5th in 
their race. Having given it their all in 
the morning semi the Crew finished 
third in the petite final behind North 
Carolina and nemesis UCI. In the big 
picture the Bruins were 11th out of 
29 competing schools.
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SUPPORT THE  2013-2014 TEAM!

National Team ($5,000 to $9,999) 
John Nelson ’81 
Robert Newman ’68 
Sheila Parker Tolle ’78 !
IRA Champ ($2,000 to $4,999): 
Joel Breman ’58 
Richard Maire ’80 
Tim Powers ’77 
Kevin Still ’83 
Geof Strand ’70 
Brian Boxer Wachler,  M.D. ’89 
Monica ’78 & Norm Witt ’75 
Peter Zandbergen !
Pac-12 Champ ($1,000 to $1,999): 
Anonymous  
Berry Berkett ’74 
Stephen Bohlman ’75 
Alex Frasco ’73 
David Grant ’86 
Jim Jorgensen ’70 
James Lasswell ’71 
Martin Latham  
John Lopuch ’68 
J. Frank Meyer ’56 
Terry Oftedal ’70 
Dennis Phelan ’71 
Guy Speers ’84 
Kina Turner (Kerry ’78) !
Varsity Boat ($500 to $999): 
Richard Anderson ’57 
Leopold Andreoli ’80 
David Arnold ’82 

Varsity Boat ($500 to $999): 
Mark Breeding ’75 
Kim Burdick  ’79 
Steve Dalzell ’85 
Timothy Emanuels ’83 
Mark Fall ’83 
Robert Frassetto ’78 
Nancy Graves (in memory of  
    Wayne Graves ’53) 
Duvall Hecht, coach 
Ericka Heckscher  
Charles Hughes ’84 
Thomas Humphrey ’60 
Robert Iezman, D.D.S ’78 
Clare Jarvis ’71 
Brian Knapp ’83 
Kurt Kohler ’75 
Hugh & Colleen Kuhlman  
Bill Lachmar ’78 
Irene Lowe 
Guy Weaser ’78 !
Blue Chip Recruit (to $499): 
Joanne Gold Ames ’79 
Andy Bacas 
Jeffrey Baus ’59 
Christopher Beeckler ’05 
Brian Belleville  
Alexander Blaseio ’09 
Edward Bold, M.D. ’59 
Kurt Boyd ’74  
Geoffrey Bremer ’77 
Joe Carlson ’82 
Barton Carter ’94 
Scott Case ’82 

Blue Chip Recruit (to $499): 
Charles Roland Collins ’53  
Ron Collins ’53 
John Cooper ’57 
Patrick Cotter ’84 
Craig Cox ’80 
Kevin Curran ’75 
Harry Daglas ’82 
John Daglas ’81 
Patrick Delaney ’53 
John DiPol ’77 
Chris Dudley  
Helyne Fail 
Jon Gilwee ’76  
Terry Gomme  
Scott Goodwin, M.D. ’78 
Philip Goulding ’73 
Martin Graham ’63 
Christine Guzman 
Richard Hartnack ’67 
Matthew Henderson 
Paul Hittelman 
Matthew Hogan  
Steven Hokoda, O.D. ’75 
William Houghton ’55  
Gordon Hunter ’64 
Andrew Jacobs ’75 
Ken Jacobs ’77 
Cherly Ow 
Arthur Kaufman 
Douglas Keller ’91 
Frederick Kieser ’86 
Marshall Knight ’09 
Ronald Knoll ’86 
Arthur Kochman ’53 

Blue Chip Recruit (to $499): 
George Kooshian ’13 
Jan Kravets 
Eric Landoll 
Douglas Large ’72  
Craig Leeds ’76 
Lowell Linden ’60 
Guy Lochhead ’69 
Thomas Lumsden ’74 
Amanda & Murray Maytom 
Kim Medina ’72 
Robert A. Nelson ’62  
Larry Offner ’76 
Gregory Oppegard ’91 
Anthony Osmundson ’62 
Leroy Ounanian, M.D. ’72 
Donald Pierro ’76 
Richard Powell 
Russell Rowell ’82 
Scott Sayler ’79 
Glenn Sherman ’74 
Jim Sims ’66 
Robert & Joan Sire ’78 
Robert Sitzman ’60 
Nic Smith ’11 
Louann Supper 
Brinton Turner ’44 
Krik URA 
Lynne Welch 
Helen Wong 
Arthur Zey ‘05

DID YOU KNOW... 
Today, UCLA funds only $3,879 through Club Sports for the Men’s Rowing Program?  The balance is funded by the athletes 
and FOUR. Today, the student-athletes who row, representing UCLA, pay $1,200 a year PLUS fund raise an additional $300 
each.  For many of us, rowing cost only our time and effort to excel at the sport.   !
PLEASE help defray the cost for our current oarsmen; this is where you, our friends and alumni come in!  Help us continue the 
tradition by doing your share with a donation at www.uclamenwsrowing.org.  Thank you!

Thanks to our supporters! Donations from July 1, 2013 through May 15, 2014

Save The Date - 2015 ALUMNI & PARENTS WEEKEND - March 7 & 8, 2015 
Mark your calendar for the next Alumni and Parent Weekend. 
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Jerry Fitzmorris Guy Weaser
Year of Graduation 1979 1978

Major Chemical Engineering Mathematics
Graduate School Nuclear Engineering University of Iowa, Geography
Occupation Senior Program Manager Math teacher and rowing coach at Culver Academies

Home Town Pacific Palisades, CA Merced, CA
Current Residence Del Mar, CA Plymouth, Indiana

Hardest Crew Workout Stone Canyon - those that stopped running would 
often pass those still running!

Snake-mile-snake at Drake stadium

Favorite Crew Memory Watching my daughter compete in the NCAA finals 
(Varsity Captain & 6 seat) - Proud Dad?

Being together as a team, maybe sanding shells 
Saturday after practice, eating donuts and drinking ice 
cold milk (Thanks Dewey!)

Favorite Racing 
Experience

1976 Western Sprints - a big, impressive display of 
all things rowing for a young freshman!

Winning the 1977 Newport Regatta in the V4+ and 
then racing at the Pac 8 regatta in the V8.

Favorite Quote/ 
Words of Wisdom

“You made your bed, lie in it.” - Neil Fitzmorris, 
Capt. USN (retired)

“Flub a dub”  Rigger Brown 

Favorite Recently Read 
Book

“Warmth Disperses and Time Passes” - Hans 
Christian von Baeyer

“Boys in the Boat”  (of course!)

Best Life Lesson Treat all people with love and respect. That you have to be there and do your best every day 
to experience success.

Why Contribute to 
FOUR?

Internal growth outlives the external. Rowing at UCLA was an incredible life shaping 
experience for me.  It is my hope that having rowed at 
UCLA will be as important to future students.

In this edition of Strokewatch, we are profiling two of our alumni from the the late ‘70s:  Jerry Fitzmorris ’79 and Guy Weaser 
’78.  Both have instilled the love of rowing in their children. 
For future editions, please send your suggestions for oarsmen to profile to sheila.tolle@gmail.com.

UCLA ALUMNI PROFILES

JUNE, 2014

Jerry & Karen, 
2008 in Hawaii

Guy Weaser’s son, Kevin 
(Northeastern ’14), and 

daughter, Monica (LMU ’16)

Jerry Fitzmorris’ daughter, 
Kristin (UCLA ’10) Guy - now, as head rowing 

coach at Culver and in the 
late 70’s at UCLA

Jerry with future wife, Karen, at 
1977 Crew Banquet
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Current Funding: Today each UCLA oarsman must pay 
roughly $1200 per year to row.  This figure covers 
approximately half of the per-oarsman cost of equipment, 
travel, salaries, uniforms, etc.  The balance of the annual 
operating budget must be made up with contributions from 
donors.  To ensure the young men who want to row have the 
same rich rowing experience we had, you can help by 
sponsoring an oarsman for a year through a donation of 
$1200. 

Future Funding:  One of the most important functions of 
FOUR is building an endowment. A gift to the Endowment 
will provide for the program in perpetuity. 
How You Can Donate:  
Online:  You can give online by clicking the link “GIVE 
NOW” in the upper right corner of our website at 
www.uclamensrowing.org.  
By Check/Mail: All checks should be made payable to "UCLA 
Foundation," please indicate on the memo portion of your 
check either: 
• Men’s Crew Current Expenditure Account 
• Men’s Crew Endowment  
Mail to:  Friends of UCLA Men's Rowing 
 c/o Kevin Still               
 5 Ivy Place               
 Hartsdale, NY 10530               
You will be mailed a receipt from The UCLA Foundation 
specifying the amount and specific fund designated.  Please 
verify that your donation was directed according to your 
wishes.

ABOUT FOUR AND YOUR CONTRIBUTION

Friends of UCLA Men’s Rowing !
c/o Sheila Parker Tolle 
970 Cloud Ave. 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 !
Electronic Service Requested 

FOUR is a non-profit organization as defined in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (Tax Identification No. 95-3426607) and is affiliated 
with the UCLA Alumni Association.  Operational and endowment funds raised by FOUR become part of the UCLA Foundation. Your donations are 
tax deductible. 

Save The Date - 2015 ALUMNI & PARENTS WEEKEND - March 7 & 8, 2015 
Mark your calendar for the next Alumni and Parent Weekend. 

The Friends of UCLA Men's Rowing (FOUR) provides financial support and assistance to the UCLA Men's Crew. The Men's Crew is wholly self-
financed by oarsmen, alumni, and friends.  For the program to continue to grow and prosper, it is vital that new sources of revenue be found.
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